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A STURM - LIOUVILLE THEOREM

FOR NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIORTS

By MELVYN S. BERGER

In this paper we prove the existence of a countably infinite number

of distinct normalized eigenfunctions with associated eigenvalues Â.n --&#x3E; oo
for the non-linear operator equation Au = )I.Bu. Here A and B are certain

0

non-linear operators acting in a reflexive Banach space X. If X = (G)
we are able to prove a somewhat stronger result for non-linear elliptic
eigenvalue problems of the form :

where G is a bounded domain in RN.

As in many non-linear problems, the method of solution is non-construc-
tional and is based on the study of topological invariant appropriate to

the problem. The invariant used here is the notion of category of a set
due to Ljusternik and Schnirelmann. (cf. J. Schwartz [23]). In 1937-8,
Ljusternik [17, 18] applied these methods to eigenvalue problems for second
order ordinary differential equations.

The class of operators considered in our study is a non-linear gene-
ralization of a bounded self-adjoint operator, namely the class of abstract

variational operators. The basic properties of these operators are taken up
in PART I. Each abstract variational operator A gives rise to an infinite

dimensional manifold BAR. The relation between A and BAR is taken up

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 17 Gennaio 1966.
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in 1.2, for operators satisfying various monotonicity hypotheses. (cf. Leray-
Lions [15]).

In PART II the non-linear elliptic partial differential operators of order

21n, analogous to the abstract operators of PART I, are defined and inve-
0

stigated. The appropriate Sobolev space is chosen by the order
of growth of the non-linear operator A. Thus if A is linear, the appropriate

0

Sobolev space in our study is the Hilbert space 1V:’; (G). This part of our
work should be read in conjunction with Vishik [25] where many interesting
and difficult examples are considered. See also a paper of Meyers and
Serrin [27].

PART III uses the previous results to construct the first eigenfunction
’ 

and eigenvalue À1 directly, without use of any topological invariant. Higher
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues pose quite a different problem as the notion
of orthogonality has no immediate non-linear analogue. For second order

ordinary differential equations higher order eigenfunctions can be studied,
as in Nehari [20], by considering their zeros on the fundamental interval [a, b].

The construction of higher order eigenfunctions is taken up in PART

IV. The basic topological results on category are sketched and for the

first time the assumption of oddness on the variational operators A and B

plays a critical role. The asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues (In) is also

proved by topological arguments.
The present paper concludes with the example of PART V. Due to

the lack of a principle of superposition we cannot expect non-linear eigenva-
lue problems to play the same role as in linear problems. Nonetheless non-
linear eigenvalue problems arise in such diverse fields as the deformation

of Riemannian structures in differential geometry, Reynolds number problems
in steady-state viscous fluid flow, the Hartee-Fock approach to Schrodinger’s
equation for many particle systems, vibrations of heavy strings, rods and

plates, non-linear programming and the utility theory of mathematical

economics to mention only a few.
Fine surveys of the extensive previous studies in non-linear eigenvalue

problems are to be found in the articles of L. Rall [21] and C. L. Dolph
and G. J. Minty [8] and the bibliographies of the books of Vainberg [24],
Krasnoselskii [11] and El’sgol’c [9].

Eingenvalue problems for non-linear elliptic partial differential equations
have been studied by the author in [1], [2], [3], and [4], F. E. Browder [5]
and [6] and N. Levinson [14]. The present work contains extensive genera-
lizations of the research announcement [4], and Browder [6].

It is a pleasure to thank Professors N. G. Meyers and W. Littman

for many helpful suggestions and conversations in connection with this

work. (This research was partially supported by N. S. F. grant GP 3904).
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PART I

Abstract non-linear operators arising from variational problems.

We shall study the class of non-linear operators that correspond to

linear bounded self-adjoint operators with compact resolvents. It is within

this framework that the classical Sturm-Liouville Theorem has a non-linear

analogue.
A few comments on the study of non-linear operators via functional

analysis are in order. First we shall study non-linear operator equations in
reflexive Banach spaces. This enables us to carry over the direct method

of the Calculus of Variations into an abstract setting and at the same

time to study non-linearities within highly non-linear growth properties.
Secondly it is important to specify the action of a non-linear operator on

the weak topology of a reflexive Banach space X. This is superfluous in
the linear case as the two possibilities of continuity from the strong or
weak topology of X into the weak topology of X~ are automatically sati-

sfied by any bounded linear operator of X - X*.
Abstract non-linear operators can be classified independently of varia-

tional problems. This was carried out successfully by J. Schauder begin-
ning in 1927 for completely continuous operators by introducing the topo-
logical methods of fixed point and mapping degree for this class of operators.
Recently I. M. Vishik, G. J. Minty and F. E. Browder have studied various
classes of monotone operators, which are also independent of variational

arguments. The study of abstract non-linear operators arising from varia-
tional problems was carried out by Gateaux and Frechet among others.

By introducing special topological methods for this class of operators both
L. Ljusternik and M. Morse obtained many new and striking results. (For
references to these works we refer to Elsgolc [9]). The present study com-
bines elements of each approach mentioned above.

1.1 Abstract Tariational Operators and Infinite Dimensional Manifolds.

Let X be a reflexive separable Banach space over the reals with conj-
ugate space X*. Suppose A is a mapping X -~ X ~, and denote by ~ u, v )
the inner product of 1t E X and v E X~‘,
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DEFINITION 1.1. A functional 0 (u) has a Gateaux derivative 4S’ (u, v)
in the direction v if

DEFINITION 1.2. A is a variational operator if there is a functional

0 defined on X such that the Gateaux derivative of 0 (u) in the direc-
tion v is ( v, for every v E X.

LEMMA 1.1.1 Let A : ~2013~~* be a mapping continuous from the

strong topology of X into the weak topology of X*. Then A is a variational

operator if and only if for all E X

Furthermore, the fiinctional 45 associated with A can be written

PROOF:

Clearly if conditions (1) and (2) are valid,

Hence the Gateaux derivative in the direction v On

the other hand, if A is a variational operator, there is a functional ø (u)
such that

Integrating with respect to t between 0 and 1 we obtain

1
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SettiDg v = 0, 0 (0) = 0 in this last formula we obtain

EXAMPLE

If A is linear, and X is a Hilbert space, formula (1) clearly is equivalent
to the fact that A is self adjoint. Thus the operators satisfying (1), can be
regarded as non-linear generalizations of self-adjoint linear operators.

Using formula (2), we now define for each variational operator certain
sets in X, that will be of interest throughout the present work.

DEFINITION 1.3. Let R be a fixed positive number then

If A is a bounded linear self-adjoint operator, and X is Hilbert space BAR
represents a sphere in X with respect to the operator A. For non-linear

operators A, aAR is an infinite dimensional manifold and will serve as a

non-linear normalization for elements u E X. It will be of interest to deter-

mine the relationship between the properties of the operator A and the
associated set For the present we note that under the conditions of

lemma 1.1.1 aAR is a closed set. This follows from the fact that aAR is

inverse image of the continuous function ø (u) and the point R on the

real axis.

1.2. Special Classes of Variational Operators. ,

First we consider the simplest class of variational operators arising
in eigenvalue problems, monotone operators. These operators are analogous,
on the one hand, to positive self-adjoint linear operators in a Hilbert space
and on the other hand to operators arising from variational problems with
convex integrands.

3. Annali della Scuola Alorin. Sup,- Pisa.
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DEFINITION 1.4.

Let A : X- X* be a variational operator. Then A is of class I if

(i) A is bounded

(ii) A is continuous from the strong topology of X to the weak

topology of X*

(iv) Coerciveness

LEMMA 1.2.1.

Let A be as variational operators of class I, then aAR is a closed,
bounded set in X. Furthermore where k (R) is a constant

independent of u E aAR. AR is a weakly closed, bounded convex set.

PROOF. The boundedness of aAR and AR follows from the coerciveness

assumption (iv). Indeed suppose there is a sequence [it,,) E BAR with 11-)- 00
1

then by assumption, which is an obvious contradici-

0
tion. To demonstrate the convexity of AR, note for any t, 0 C t C 1

Thus 0 (tu + (1- t) v) --- R as required. The closure of AR or can

be demonstrated directly as follows. If un -~ u strongly, Aun --~ Au weakly,
and by lemma 1.1, the boundednes of aAR and Schwarz’s inequality

where g is constant independent of n
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The weak closure of AR is thus, a consequence of the theorem of Mazur

as AR is a bounded, closed, convex set. We now demonstrate that 11 u 11 is

uniformly bounded above 0 for u E aAR . Indeed, by monotonicity of A,

Hence by Schwarz’s inequality and the boundedness of A

The effect of the monotonicity assumption (v) in the direct method of

the calculus of variations is to force the weak limit of a minimizing sequence
to converge to the solution of the associated Euler-Lagrange equation. The
following lemma is the abstract analogue of this fact.

LEMMA 1.2.2.

Let A be a variational operator of class I. Suppose Un - u weakly in
X, Aun -+ v weakly in X*, and - C ~~, ~ )~ then Aun - Au
weakly in X*.

PROOF.

By monotonicity (

As z is arbitrary,

We now extend the above results to a broader class of operators. These
operators are termed « principally monotone &#x3E;&#x3E; and are analogous to those

operators arising from variational problems with integrand convex in the
highest order derivatives.

DEFINITION 1.5. (due to N. Meyers)

Let A : X- X* be a variational operator. Then A is of class II if A
satisfies assumptions (i)-(iv) of Definition 1.4 together with the extra

coerciveness and in place of the
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monotonicity assumption (v) we have

(c) The form  2c, R (it)) as a weakly continuous functional in both

variables jointly.
(d) For fixed, v, and R (u, v) are continuous from the weak

topology of X to the strong topology of X*

(e) P (u, v) and R v) are continuous from the strong topology
of X to the weak topology of X* in each variable uniformly,
with respect to bounded sets in the alternate variable.

LEMMA 1.2.3.

Let A be a variational opertion of class II. Then BAR is a closed, bounded
set with I uniformly bounded above 0 for aAn is homeomor-

phic to some for suff ciently large R. Furthermore AR is
closed, bounded and weakly closed.

PROOF.

As in the previous lemma, the boundedness of aAR and AR is an im-

mediate consequence of coerciveness.

Furthermore for u E aAR , by Schwarz’s inequality

where k (r) is a constant independent of U E aAR -

I I

We now show that for R sufficienty large, the mapping , 
W

is a homeomorphism of ôAR and = lu/u E X, 11 u 11 = k ~ for sufficiently
large kR . In the inverse mapping wl is defined by the dilation v - tv. We
choose kR to a large number such that lies entirely inside aAR ,
i. e. 1. Thus to show o-1 is well defined we show that if t1 v and t2 
for sufficiently for R, t1 = t2 . This result follows from the coerciveness of
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( 1M, A ds and lemma 1.1. Indeed, as R --~ oo and u E aAR , y
v

Otherwise there is a sequence {

v

and k (M) are constants independent of n. Thus kR ~ oo as R --~ oo.
Now suppose &#x3E; 1 and 0 (t, v) = 4Y (~2 v) with t1 =~= t~ ? y then, using
lemma 1.1,

1

L this equality is incompatible with the

coercivity assumption that

Finally we demonstrate the weak closure of AR. This fact is equivalent
1

to the weak lower-semicontinuity of the functional
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LEMMA 1.2.4.

Let A be a variational operator of class II. Suppose Un - u weakly
in X, A1tn - v weakly in X* and that (it,,, ---&#x3E;. ( 2~-, ~ ) then --&#x3E;- Au

weakly in X*

PROOF.

Under the assumptions of the lemma, we note that

and

Subtracting

Hence by v’ (b) -+ weakly. Now let w be an arbitrary element of

Setting w = u + ~z, for A &#x3E; o, and letting

DEFINITION 1.6.

Let B : X- X* be a variational operator. Then B is of class III if

(i) B is continuous from the weak topology of X to the strong topo-
logy of X*

LEMMA 1.2.5.

~ ds is a weakly continuous functional. Thus aBr
11

is weakly closed, and on II is uniformly bounded above 0. Further-
more if A is a variational operator of class I or II,  u, Bit) is uniformly
bounded away from 0 on aAR , for sufficiently large ~.
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PROOF.

To prove 0 is a weakly continuous functional, we let ton - u weakly
in X. The using lemma 1.1

As B [u + s (un - converges strongly to B (2c), 4S (un) - 4$ (u). Thus
the weak closure of aB, is immediate. If 11 u 11 ---~ 0, for tin E aB,, is weakly
closed, 0 E a fact contradicting (iii). A similar argument holds for the
form  u, Bu &#x3E; on aA-R .

LEMMA 1.2.6.

Let X be a reflexive Banach space over the reals with a countable

biorthogonal basis, and let B be a variational operator of class III defined
on a bounded set S of X. Then for any 8 &#x3E; 0, there is a integer N = N (e)
and a finite dimensional projection PN : such that for any u E X

PROOF.

This result is an immediate consequence of the fact that 4l (u) is a weakly
continuous functional and Lemma 2 of Citlanadze [7]. We now make use
of the fact that the variational operators A of class I, II, and III are odd
functions

DEFINITION 1.7.

Let R sufficiently large, so that aAR is homeomorphic to a sphere,
let aAR be the set obtained by identifying u and - u on 

LEMMA 1.2.7.

aAR is homeomorphic to P 00’ the infinite dimensional real projective
space.

PROOF.

First we note that P~ can be obtained by identifying antipodal points
of the sphere lil = k). Thus we have the following diagram
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here o denotes the induced mapping de6ned by a and i. 
°

1.3. Trajectories on Infinite Diniensional Manifolds aAR .

Let A be a variational operator of class I or II. Then for fixed R &#x3E; 0,
a trajectory is a continuous function t) : i

aAx x [- t~ , aAR , such that 0) = u. Then we can define

trajectories on aAR by means of the implicit function theorem. (For a finite
dimensional spaces or Hilbert spaces, the methods of orthogonal trajectories
have been long known.) We now study two additional ways of defining
trajectories in spaces without a notion of orthogonality.

LEMMA 1.3.1. (due to N. Meyers).

Let n be an arbitrary element of X a reflexive Banach space, then if

u E t) = u + tn + a (t) 2c defines a trajectory on aAR , for suitable

(at) and t sufficiently small.

PROOF.

v

we must have

0 and thus we obtain

By the existence theory of non-linear ordinary differential equations and
the fact that  1(" is uniformly bounded above 0 we can conclude that

f (u, t) defines a trajectory on OAR for sufficiently suall t. In order to study
the dependence of trajectories on the variable prove the

following:
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LEMMA 1.3.2.

Let A : X- X* be a variational operator of class I or II. Let g be

a compact set of sufffciently large, and suppose C : g -~. BZ, is a

continuous mapping. Then given E &#x3E; 0, there is a t~ ~ 0, independent of
such that

is a trajectory of for I, where 8 (t, u) is a continuous real valued
I , I

, where KE is a constant depending

PROOF.

To show f (u, t) defines a trajectory on aAR we 

- ( f (u, 0)) = 0 for suitable t. Using lemma 1.1 and setting v (t, s, u) =
= u + ts (Cu + 8 (t, u) u) we obtain fron (1)

Let G (0) be the right hand side of the equality, then G (0) = 0 ( +

We restrict 0 for the time being to the interval [- M], where ~IT is a

number to he determined independent of it E g. Then the set (t, s, u)
0  s S 1, u E g, I is compact in X, and thus on EM,
A is uniformly continuous from the strong topology of X to the strong
topology of X*. Thus give 8 ~ 0, there is a t~ &#x3E; 0, such that for each

t with  E.
Suppose now s &#x3E; 0 is given and t is chosen so small that I H (9)  S.

As G (0) is a continuous real-valued fnnction of 9, for some 0 between
0’ and 0", G (0) = 0. Let 0 be the largest such 0 where G (0) changes sign.
Then 0 is a continuous function of it and t.
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To complete the lemma we show that a number 111 can be chosen

independent of 2c E g, such that the set of real numbers 0’ (u) and 0" (u) E

First as u E aAR , y (u, Au) &#x3E; (R) &#x3E; 0 (for sufficiently R) and the set

III A2~ 11) is uniformly bounded, by M say.
Thus by Schwarz’s inequality for 0" we have

As 8 lies between 0’ and 0" we have

where K, is constant depending only on R.

PART II

Elliptic Non-linear Partial Differential
Operators Arising from Tariational Problems

In this section we apply the abstract principles of PART I to consider
concrete non-linear operators arising in the theory of partial differential
equations.

11.1. Notations and Preliminary Facts.

Let G be a bounded domain in RN . We consider various classes of

real-valued functions defined on G and their integrals with respect to N-
dimensional Lebesgue measure. Derivatives (in the sense of L. Schwartz) are
written
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We consider the following Banach spaces

If we choose the norm of

0

both and are separable reflexive Banach spaces. The
0

space conjugate to is denoted where - , An

arbitrary element of ~2013m,~(~) can be written E Da Fa (x), where
I a I Sm

0

Fa (x) E Lq (G). Furthermore Wnt. p (G) is a uniformly convex Banach space
with biorthogonal basis [cf. Lions [16]].

A result of basic importance throughout the present work is Sobolev’s

Imbedding Theorem. Suppose .X and X1 are two topological spaces, then
X is imbedded continuously in X, , if the imbedding operator i (y) = y is
a continuous (1-1) mapping from X to X1 and we write If i is

a compact mapping, ~le say the imbedding is compact.

THEOREM 11.1.1 (Sobolev)

Let G be a bounded domain in then

compact if

r -,

compact.
0

De6ned on we consider the operators
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and their associated non-linear Dirichlet forms

We now extend the definition of each operator in the form (1) and (2)
0

to the space W,,,, p (G). The operator A : (G) -&#x3E;- q (G) so defined
0

will correspond to the abstract operators of PART I. Let u, v E Wrn,p(G)

and suppose then

0

is a continuous linear functional on W1n,p(G) in v. Thus we write a (u, v) =

= ~ v, Au ~, where A : (G) - W -m, q (G). (A similar procedure holds

for B).
We shall assume throughout this work that the functions A,,, (x, u,..., Dmu)

and Ba (x, u, ... , are obtained as Euler-Lagrange expressions from
the functions A (x,..., Dmu) and B (x, ..., according to the formula

By lemma 1.1.1 we note that A (x, .,. , DIlu) is defined by the formula

11.2. Measure Theoretic Lemmas.

DEFINITION : 11.1. A function g (x, yi , y2 , ..., Ys) defined on G is

continuous in the sense of Caratheodory if it is continuous with respect to

(y, ... , y~} for almost all x E G and measurable with respect to x for
avery fixed (y,..., ys) E Rg.
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LEMMA II.2.I (Nemytski).
Let g (x, y~ , ..., yo) be continuous in the sense of Caratheodory on

G X Rn. Then if ~2Gi’~~~, i =1, ... , s, is a family of almost everywhere finite
and measurable functions converging iu measure on (~ to a (finite almost
everywhere) function u~ , ig (x, u(II) , 1 ~c2’i~ , ..., u. )) converges in measure to

g (x, u2 , ... , u~) on G. For the proof of this well-known result we refer
to the book of Vainberg [24] (Theorem 18.6).

LEMMA 11. 2.2.

, in measure on G, then

weakly in .Lp (G).

PROOF.

Then meas as N - 00. Hence the set of functions 6N ,
zero a. e. except in E (N) are dense in Lp (G) as N- oo. Thus

and the result follows immediately.

LEMMA 11.2.3 (Serrin).
0

Let weakly in IVp (G). Suppose on G X R’~ X Rt, the functions
Aa (x, y, z) are continuous in the sense of Caratheordory and satisfy the
condition

Then if

For the proof of this result we refer to the forthcoming paper or Ser-
rin and Meyers [27].
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0

REMARK. For weakly in we have a stronger result
for the lower order derivatives of Indeed by the compactness of the

0 0

imbedding W~p(6’)2013~ we have Daun -+ .Dau strongly in Lp (G).

LEMMA 11.2.4 (Vainberg).
Let g (x, y, , ..., Ys) be a function defined on G &#x3E;C Ro, continuous in the

-

sense of Caratheodory. Suppose the operator g (x, ... , us) = g (u1, ... , us)

Then the opeaator g is a continuous and bounded mapping if and only if

g (x, y1, ... , ys) satisfies the growth condition

For a proof of this result we refer to the book of Vainberg [24] (Theorem
19.2).

LEMMA II. 2, 5.
- 

PROOF.

This result is an immediate consequence of Vainberg7s theorem and
Sobolev’s Imbedding Theorem.

LEMMA 11.2.6.

(Polynomial Growth Conditions) Let -4,m (x, ... , be a function
defined on (~ x B X ... X continuous in the sense of Caratheodory and
satisfying the growth condition :
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is a continuous function of each variable defined on
i ,r,

operator A is a continuous and bounded mapping
with

U"

PROOF.

Using Vain berg’s lemma and Sobolev’s Imbedding Theorem, it is suf-

ficient to show

and

i. e. the imbedding ) be continuous. By the po-
lynomial growth assumption on Aa, we may consider each term I zap laag
individually. Using Vainberg’s Lemma and Sobolev’s Imbedding Theorem
again, 100ap E .Lq if

Thus

In case ~V  p 2013 ) ~ )) ) the results of the lemma follows immediately from
part II of Sobolev’s Imbedding Theorem.

REMARK : For the case N = p (in 2013 ~ ) I), using the Imbedding Theorem
of [4], we can obtain non-linearity of exponential growth for the functions AQ.

11.3. Special Classes of Non-linear Elliptic Operators.

Here we determine the hypotheses on A« (x, zal, ... , necessary to

define an operator A : belonging to one of the ab-
stract classes I, II, and III.
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LEMMA 11.3.1.

Suppose the functions defined on G x R"I X ...
... 1 a are continuous in the sense of Caratheodory and form the

Euler-Lagrange expression associated with the function A (x, Zla, ... , zma).

satisfy the growth conditions of lemma IL2.

then A is an operator of class

The proof of this result is an immediate consequence of the definition 1.4

and lemma 11.2.6.

Before proceeding to studying operators of class II, the following no-
tations will be important:

where we substitute Dav in place of ; and we write

where
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LEMMA 11.3.2.

Suppose the functions A, (x, Zla, i 02a .·· , ,Z1na) defined on G X Rnl X
X Rnl X ... X Rnm, I ex. c m, are continuous in the sense of Caratheodory
and form the Euler-Lagrange expression associated with the function

~ ~x~ ?ia ·.. , Zma)-
1

Suppose

Then A is an operator of class II :

PROOF.

We define ~ v) ), C w, R w) ) and ( u?, A v) ) as above. Then
by virtue of lemma 11.3.1, it is necessary to check only the assumptions
(v’) of the definition. Hypothesis (v’ (a) and v’ (e) are automatically satisfied
by virtue of lemma 11.2.6. Furthermore hypothesis v’ (d) is an immediate

consequence of lemma 11.2.5. To check v’ (b) we let un- u weakly in
0

and write

By virtue of hypothesis v’ (d), the latter term tends to 0 as n -~ oo. Thus

Thus by Serrin’s lemma I in measure on G. Thus by
Nemytski’s lemma . ..
the lemma of Leray-Lions

Thus R --~ I~ (u), weakly. 
-

Finally to check hypothesis v’ (c) we let
and R (un) --~ v weakly in W -m, q (G). Thus by Sobolev’s Imbedding Theo-
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Thus

A special result applicable in this context, and not apparently in the
abstract setting, pertains to the weak closure of aAR .

THEOREM 11.3.1.

Let A be a partial differential operator of class I or II. Suppose
0

Un -+ u weakly in and Aton - Au strongly in W -m, q (G). Then if

PROOF.

We consider the case of an operator in class II (the result for opera-
tors of class I follows by a similar argument). weakly in

. 

o

and strongly in W -1n, q (G),

Thus by Serrin’s lemma, Daun -+ in measure

Nemytskii’s lemma , ..

measure on G.
Thus the integrals

due to the polynomial growth on Aa, are uniformly absolutely continuous
and

r

Hence if un E aAR , u E ·

Finally we consider operators of class III.
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LEMMA 11.3.3.

Suppose the function Ba(xl a ~...?~-i,a) defined on 

, are continuous in the sense and form the Euler-

Lagrange expression associated with the function B (x, zl,,,, ... , a).

Suppose,

then B is an operator of class III :

PROOF.

The only fact not immediate from the hypotheses of the lemma is that
0

B is continuous from the weak topology of to the strong topology’ 

o

of W_~,, q ( G). To demonstrate this fact, let weakly in Wm, p ( G),
then

where K is a constant independent of n.
This last expression tends to 0 as n -~ oo by virtue of lemma 11.2.5.

PART III

The first eigen function

A variational argument, (independent of algebraic topology), carried

out in this section is sufficient to demonstrate the existence of the first

eigen function for the equation Au=ABu. In PART IV, essential use will
be made of algebraic topology, to construct higher order eigen functions.
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111.1. Solution of the Variational Problem.

Let X be a reflexive, separable Banach space over the reals with co-

njugate space X*. We consider in X the variational problem :

where A is an operator of class I or X*

B is an operator of class III: X -+ X *
.R is a fixed positive number, (to be specified later).

A solution of the variational problem is an element u E aAR such
that

LEMMA 111.1.1.

If R is chosen sufficiently large, the variational problem (1) has a

solution.

PROOF : I

1

By lemma is a weakly continuous functio-
0

nal on X. Thus as BAR is a bounded set, cR is a finite number. Let (aon)
be a sequence of elements of aAR such that lim 4Y (un) = cR . As aAR is

n -&#x3E; oo

a bounded set in a reflexive Banach space, the sequence un can be refined

to a weakly convergent subsequence with weak limit u. By reindexing this
set, we can write However as only AR , and not

necessarily y is weakly closed, we conclude only that u We now

show that u is a solution of the variational problem by proving u E aAR .

To this end, we use the coerciveness assumption on the form
u

Choose .~ so large that if u E AR and Hence suppose
u E AR and not E aAR then for some number s ~ 1 su E aAR .
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Using lemma 1.1.1 we write
i

Ass &#x3E; 1 and u + (sit) - 0 (it) &#x3E; 0, contradicting the maximality of

0 (u). Hence u E aAR .

111.2. Solution of the Eigenvalue Problell1.

LEMMA 111.2.1.

Let u be any solution of the variational problem (1) of III.1, then u
is a non-trivial solution of the eigenvalue problem Au = A Bu where Â. =

PROOF.

Suppose u is not a solution of the eigenvalue problem Au = Â Bu for
any ),, then ||Au A = a (A) &#x3E; 0. Hence there is some a (A) E X
with I = 1 such that Now using lemma
1.3.1 we construct a trajectory on + tn + a (t) 1¿ for

I t 
To obtain a contradiction, we move along the trajection just constructed

until 0 (f (~, t)) &#x3E; 0 (it). We carry this out as follows: Using lemma 1.1,
we write 

°

By the Mean-Value Theorem and lemma 1.3.1 for
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Rewriting (1), using the above result and the continuity properties of A
and B along the trajectory f (u, t)

Thus by choosing [ t ) I sufficiently small and sgn t = sgn A, we obtain

a contradiction.

We now formulate our results as follows :

THEOREM. 111.1

Let A be an operator of class I or II X --~ X ~‘ where X is a reflexive
Banach space over the reals. Let B an operator of class III : X -+ X*.
Then the eigenvalue problem Au = Â. Bu has at least one non-trivial solution
(irrespective of the oddness assumptions on the operators A, B). This solu-
tion is normalized by the requirement that u E BAR and characterized as a

1

solution of the variational problem 1 for R sufficiently

large. Furthermore
/ .1 

111.3. The Case of Elliptic Eigenvalue Problems.

~ 

0

By setting X = W m, p (G) and using the results of PART II we can

immediately translate Theorem III. 1 into a result on non-linear elliptic
eigenvalue problems. We note that the eigenfunction so obtain is to be

understood in the weak or generalized sense.

DEFINITION.
0

A function u E Wm, p (G) is a generalized eigenfunction of the operator
0

equation Au = A Bzc if 1) for every v E (G)

for some Â.

for sufficiently large R.
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The assumption of oddness on the operators A and B has the following
consequence in the case of second order partial differential operators :

LEMMA 111.3.1.

0

Suppose X = and the oddness assumptions on the operators
A and B hold, then the eigenfunction constructed in Theorem 111.2 can be
considered as positive a. e. in G.

PROOF.

First we note that if Also

Hence if Also

Thus without loss of generality we may choose the minimizing sequence
of the variational problem of III.I.1 from the positive a. e. functions of
0

W1,p(G).

PART IV

Higher order eigen functions.

In this section a variational argument analogous to PART III is used

to obtain an infinite sequence of distinct normalized eigenfunctions (un) for
the operator equation with associated eigenvalues To
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achieve this result, we introduce additional constraints to the variational

problem of P AR1’ III by using an invariant of algebraic topology, namely
the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category of sets.

IV.1. Summary of Topological Results.

DEFINITION.

Let X be a topological space and A a closed, compact subset of X.

A has category 1 relative to X if it can be deformed on X to a point (i. e.
A is homotopic on X to a point). A set B has category k relative to X if
the least number of closed compact subsets of X with category 1 necessary
to cover B is k, and we write catx B = k. The basic properties of category
are listed below.

2) catx (A u B)  catx A + catx B

3) if X is a separable metric space, dimx A h catx A - 1

4) If T : is homotopic to the identity catx (1’ (A)) ~ catx A

Let P’~ be a n-dimensional real projective space. Pn can be regarded
as obtained by identifying antipodal points of the sphere

Schnirelmann [22] proved catplt pm = n + 1. Furthermore catrn P~n = m + 1
(where i)t  n). This last result has been generalized by Citlanadze [7] as
follows: if X and Y are projective spaces X C y then catx A = caty A.
Thus if we let be the set obtained by identifying antipodal points of
the unit sphere of a real, infinite dimensional, separable Banach space X

cat p 00 pm = cat p 1n pm = m + 1. Thus pco contains sets of every category
n=1,2,...

We now partition BAR’ defined in 1.2, into a countably infinite family
of classes. Let A be an operator of class I or II, and suppose R so large
that OAR is homeomorphic to some sphere aZ7, is homeomorpbic to P, and
thus aAR contains sets of every category n =1, 2, .,.. Let with

and define
JB
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Thus

and 2) [V]n is invariant under continuous deformations.

This procedure is a generalization of intersecting the unit sphere
with various spaces of finite dimension appropriate for linear

eigenvalue problems.

IV.2. The Variational Problem.

Let X be a real reflexive, separable Banach space of infinite dimension
with conjugate space X*. We cousider in ~’ a sequence of variational

problems

where A is an operator of class I or II :

.B is an operator of class III : X -

V is a set such that

R is a positive number chosen so large that aAR is homeomorphic
to some sphere 

A solution of the variational problem (1) is an element it E aAR such
that

1

In case u E AR and not necessarily aAR , we call u a «weak» solution.

LEMMA IV.1.

If .R is chosen sufficiently large, the variational problem (1) has a

K weak » solution. The proof of this result is completely analogous to the
first part of the proof of Lemma II1.1.1. for the weak

solution.
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We shall show in the next subsection that the « solution it is

actually a solution of the variational problem by showing that un --~ u

weakly and --~ Au strongly for some sequence of E BAR .

IV.3. Solution of the Eigenvalue Problem.

Using the notation of IV.2, we shall find a weak solution of the

variational problem (1), which is also a solution of the eigenvalue problem
..

Au =A Bu where , 

LEMMA IV.3.1.

Suppose there is a sequence Un E aA.R, for sufficiently large R, with the
properties

then (aon) can be refined to a subsequence couverging weakly to a weak

solution of the variational problem (1) and a non-trivial solution of the

eigenvalue problem.

PROOF.

As 8AR is a bounded set, has a weakly convergent subsequence
1

with weak limit u, and Thus y ao is a weak

0
solution of the variational problem (1). Furthermore as 11 Aun + 2013&#x3E;-

0 (Aun) converges strongly. By lemma 1.2.4. Au. Thus Au + = 0

and as ||u|| # is a non-trivial solution of the eigenvalue problem.

LEMMA IV.3.2.

Let X be a uniformly convex, separable Banach space over the reals.

Suppose D is a continuous mappin of g --~ X~ when g is a compact subset
of X. Define C : g ~ ~2!’i by the formula where (a, Due
then C is a well defined, continuous mapping.
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PROOF.

As X is uniformly convex, C = 77 is a well-defined mapping. [see
Wilansky [26]] To check continuity of C let un -u strongly in g and

suppose Cun = =1.

As X is reflexive, 7r,, has a weakly convergent subsequence with weak
limit Y ~ ‘ ~ 1 and we write nn - V (after relabeling). Now 11 DUn 11-+
I == (yT~ Du ) . On the other hand 1B =  l1n , Dun ) and passing to a
subsequence we can write

’-/

Thus if 11 = 1, 1t = V by the uniform convexity of X. On the other hand

if 11  1, the equation ( = II ( is impossible. Hence 11 a. 11 -+

Also the entire sequence 1tn has the property that every weakly con-
vergent subsequence tends to 1t.

Thus nn - n weakly, (as .X is reflexive) and, as and X

is uniformly convex

Thus C (~c) = n is a continuous mapping.

LEMMA IV.3.3.

Suppose there is no sequence ~un~ satisfying the hypothesis of lemma

IV.3.1. Let N be an integer 0  oo , and V E [V]N with sup min 0 (u) ==
- 

IVIV v

eR (N). Then there is a trajectory f (u, t) mapping V - IT such that

PROOF.

As there is no sequence BAR such that lim
n-oo

and lim 0 (un) = OR (N) there are numbers a and 61 &#x3E; 0 such that II Au +
whenever

, the trajectory f
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t ~ 0 is given, Then using lemma 1.1 and the mean valne theorem,

Rewriting this last equation using lemma 1.3

As in 111.3 the left band side of this inequality can be estimated using the

uniformly continuity of B on the compact set V

Thus

We now choose e &#x3E; 0 so small that C 2 Thus we determine tE , Fi-
2

nally we choose

LEMMA IV.3.4.

There is a sequence un E 8AR for sufficiently large R, with the properties

PROOF.

Suppose there is no such sequence, then let V E [ VIA, be chosen such

that = eR (N) - 8 . 
-

We obtain a centradiction by deforming V continuously into a set V
such that
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To achieve this result, we use lemma IV.3.3. Suppose it E V and

~ ~ (u) - cR (N) ~ c ~, then we move it along the trajectory until

~ ( f (u, t)) = c~ (N ) -~- ~, (the preceding lemma guarantees that such a mo-
tion is always possible). On the other hand, if ~ (u) &#x3E; cR (N ) -~- ~ we leave
~c fixed. As this deformation is continuous (by lemma IV.3.2), 

CN (R) = sup + 6 a contradiction.
. 

Finally combining lemmas IV.3.1 and letting we shall be able

to obtain the following result.

Abstract Sturm-Liouville IV.3.1.

Let X be a uniformly convex separable Banach space over the reals

with a countably infinite biorthogonal bases. Let A be an operator of class

I or II : X- X* and B be an operator of class III : X --~ X’~. Then the

equation A1t = has a countably infinite number of distinct eigenfunc-
tions 1tN. If the operator A has the additional property (+) that whenever
vn - v weakly and Av --~ Av strongly, vn -+ v strongly, the eigenfnnctions
are normalized by the requirement that uN E BAR for sufficiently large Rand
characterized as solutions of the variational problem (1). Furthermore the

associated eigenvalues ÂN --~ oo as N --~ 00 .

REMARK.

By virtue of Theorem 11.3.1 the additional hypothesis mentioned in the
above theorem is unnecessary for elliptic partial differential operators of

class I or II.

Indeed for partial differential operators, we have the following result
0

obtained by setting X = 

Sturm- Liouville Theorei)t for Non-linear Elliptic Operators IV.3.2.

0

Let A be an operator of clas I or II : and B be
0 

’ 

an operator of class III (G) ---~ W-.,q (G). Then the operator equation
Au = ABu has a countably infinite number of distinct generalized eigen-
functions, u~ normalized by the requirement that uN E aAR for sufficiently
large .R and characterized as solution of the variational problem (1).

The only major result needing additional proof in the above theorems
is the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues In . This fact will be esta-

blished in the next subsection. In the abstract theorem, the additional pro-
perty (+) is used as follows : by lemma IV.3.4, weakly and 
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strongly with u. E aAR , Hence by property (+) u7~ - u strongly and

IV.4. Asymptotic Behaviour of Eigenvalues.

LEMMA:

Let X be a reflexive Banach space with a countably infinite biortogo-
nal bases. Then if B ia an operator of class III : X -- and ø (u) =

1

for every e &#x3E; 0 then is an integer n such that

u

sup Mill 0 (u)  E.

PROOF.

We show that every set V with cat has a Point uo such that
( 4Y (uo) ~  E. First we note 0 (u) is a weakly continuous functional defined
on X with 0 (0) = 0. By lemma 1.2.6. given a  0 there is an integer n
such that for every u E (1t) - 4Y n) I 2 (where is a pro-2

jection operator X- Rn . Secondly as 0 (0) = 0, there is a 6 &#x3E; such that

Now let V c BAR is such that cat6iR V &#x3E; n.

Case I. Then if V contains a point u such that 11 U 11 C 6, we obtain

and the lemma is proved.

Case II. On the other hand suppose () &#x3E; 6. Then, for every

y we set

~~, (u, t) is a continuous mapping as
where + Pn u = u. Hence
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Now H (u, t) is a homotopy between V and.

Thus we have obtained a contradiction. Hence

to Case I.

LEMMA IV. 4.2.

For sufficiently large .R, c~ (.N) ~ 0. (This result is an immediate conse-

quence of the preceding lemma and the definition of cR(N).)

By the preceding lemma
11

Thus has a weakly convergent subsequence with weak limit 0.

Thus  

On the other hand  uN , AuN ) ~ k (R) &#x3E; 0.

Thus AN --~ cxJ .

PART V

Some examples

In this last section of the present work, we consider examples iilustra-
ting the results proved in PARTS I-IV and giving direction for future studies.

V.1 The example of Ljusternik.

In [17], L. Ljusternik considered the equation
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where F (x, y, y’) is a homogeneous function of degree 2k in the arguments
y and y’ and possess continuous derivatives up to and including order

2k + 2, for k .=~ 1, &#x3E; 0

with equality only for

By normalizing the solutions of (1) with the requirement that

Ljusternik proved, (by considering the zeros of solutions) that (1) has a
countably infinite number of distinct normalized eigenfunctious uN
with associated eigenvalues ~~~, - 00. Furthermore on [a, b], uN has preci-
sely (N - 1) zeros and this fact alone together with the normalized condition
uniquely determines uN apart from sign. In addition an infinite number of
the solutions are linearly independent.

In a latter paper [18], Ljusternik also showed that the eigenfunctions
could be obtained by category argument as in PART IV. The essential

idee being to calculate the families ~[ h~ ~ N =1, 2 ,.. ~ by means of the zeros
of the normalized functions on [a, b].

As nodal domains for even linear elliptic second order operators do not
yield as precise results as the one-dimensional case, a more abstract ap-

proach for non-linear elliptic eigenvalue problems is needed.

V.2. The example of Kolodner [10].

(The heavy rotating string). In [10] I. Kolodner made a complete study
of the two-point boundary value problem

By considering the liuearized form of (1), namely
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Kolodner was able to give an elegant description of the spectrum of (1).
The eigenvalues of (2), Ån, form a discrete sequence of positive numbers

increasing to 0o with n. The eigenvalues of (1) are continuous for À1  A  o0

and for À such that A,, ; S the multiplicity of A is precisely n.
By converting (1) into a variational problem as in PART IV, we are

able to guarantee the existence of a countable sequence A,, - oo vith as-

sociated normalized eigenfunctions on aAR . The continuity of the spec-
trum then arises by letting R vary from 0 to cxJ .

The relation to the linear problem (2) is not studied in the present
work and will be carried out in a general context in subsequent papers.

V.3. Quasi-linear Problems.

We consider following simple case of our work:

where G~ is a bounded domain in is the m-th iterated

Leplacean, f (x) is a continuous odd function with
, - , _

Then by the results of PART IV, (1) has a countable number of eigen-
0

values ~2013~- oo with associated generalized eigenfunctions satis-

fying the normalization I
G

tisfies the growth conditions :

If N  2m there is no growth restriction of f (t). The eigenfunctions are

smooth if the boundary of G, a G is smooth. See [2].
This example may be complicated by allowing f (u) to depend on the

derivatives of u up to order 2 (m -1 ~ and by adding to 11m u. operator of
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A beautiful application to differential geometry of a quasi-linear elliptic
eigenvalue problem can be found in Yamabe [30].

V.4. Non-linear Eigenvalue Problems of Non-Yariational Type.

In the introduction of her book [13], 0. Ladyzhenskaya asks the follo-

wing question: Can the non-linear stationary Navier-Stokes equations for a
viscous incompressible irrotational fluid flow in a bounded domain have

more than one solution for large Reynolds number B?
This difficult problem can be regarded as quasi-linear elliptic eigenvalue

problem of the form Au = lBu where it E X, the separable Hilbert space of
solenoidal vectors of WI,2 (G). Our results are not applicable in this case,
as the non-linear operator B is not a variatioual operator. A simple example
of a problem of non-variational type with no eigenvalues is given in the

author’s paper [4]. A problem of non-variational type arising in fluid me-

chanics is known as Taylor instability cf. Velte [29] and Cole [28].

V.5. Problems of the form Au = lB1t, with non-linear A.

Finally we mention two important problems that can be regarded as
non-linear eigenvalue problems of variational type:

1) Monge-Ampere equation Uxy Uyy - uxy = f(x, y, u)

(cf. Krasnoselskii [12]).
2) Hartee-Fock Approximation for Schrodinger’s equation with many

particle systems (cf. Messiah [19] and Bethe [31]).
Both of these problems will be studied in subsequent papers.
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